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Lost
in tuition increase

Call of Fame
local livestock
escaped.
creatinQ chaos

Nick Reside
News Editor

Due to a reduction in state
funding, Murray State will raise
' tuition costs for the upcoming
academic year.
It is the ninth reduction to
state funding within the past
nine years to effect Kentucky
universities and community col- '
leges. Murray State's tuition will
rise either 4 or 5 percent, University President Randy Dunn
said.
Undergraduate tuition costs
Campus Voice for University of Kentucky and
lack of fundi no
University of louisville can rise
as high as 6 percent. Tuition for
places obstacles
other four-year schools can
In Rowino's path
increase up to 5 percent. Community colleges can increase
tuition a maximum of 4 percent.
SPORTS.ZB
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These limits for 20lG-ll were
University President Randy Dunn presents
tuition options at the open
set by the Kentucky Council on
forum Thursday In the Currls Center Theater.
Postsecondary Education.
Student Government Associamonwealth and will continue to,
sidered in the future," he said.
tion sponsored two open forum
Stephanie Milam, freshman
the proposal has been taken
events in the Curris Center Thewell."
from Benton, Ky .• said she pays
ater Thursday to discuss the
State funding is expected to be
for her education mostly
increase.
cut by 1.5 percent, or $739,000.
through student loans.
Students, faculty and staff
Tuition must rise a minimum of
"It's going to be a whole lot
members were encouraged to
harder to pay for everything,"
4 percent to compensate for this
participate in the discussion.
she said.
loss, Dunn said.
Get to Know
Dunn said a tuition increase is
Ashley Ambuehl, senior from
The University would be
necessary to cover the UniversiOdin, IU., blames the state govforced to shut down if a state
Sophomore
ty's expenses.
ernment for cutting funds.
budget is not approved but the
rower
"The students I've talked with
'1 know the government bas
General Assembly by june 1.
Katie farmer
have been favorable of the
Stato legislators were supposed
their problems in getting things
increase," Dunn said. "They
together, btl they're making it
to approve a budget by April 15.
understand that we're expecting
more difficult for us to actually
Dunn said an hour cap has not
a $739,000 cut in state appropribeen included in any of the proattend college," she said. "It's
ations and have to make up for
posals for the following academcosting more and more."
that. Considering we have one of
ic year.
Contact Reside at nicholas.
the lowest tuitions in the Com"It is still something to be conreside@murraystate.edu
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Public Safety
reports thefts
on campus
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cle, those valuables should be stored in the trunk."
Murray State .Police Chief David De Voss said if people
continue to leave valuables in view of passers-by, the
thefts are unlikely to cease.
"The Murray State Police have arrested several of
those who break into cars," DeVoss said. "Howeve.r, students continue to leave valuable items in plain view with
their cars unlocked. We will continue to have thefts until
we eliminate the enticement (and) opportunity."
DeVoss also said students should remember to be careful with possessions at residential colleges through the
end of the semester.
If anyone sees a person trying to enter multiple cars or
any other suspicious behavior, they should contact Murray State Police at 809-2222 or file a report at Public Safety on the corner of Chestnut and 16th streets.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.
edu.

Crystal Akers
Assistant News Editor

f~Ajl

Mostly cloudy,

ings. However. in the past week. Public Safety has
received more than 10 reports of theft on campus.
In a four-day period, six cars were broken into, leading
to thefts of property less than $500. Monday's police log
stated that all vehicles were left unlocked and unattended.
Major Jody Cash of Murray State Police snid the carelessness of vehicle owners is the possible catalyst behind
the recent thefts.
"Vehicle owners are asked to lock their vehicles any
time they are unattended," Cash said. "This includes
instances such as when a vehicle is parked for only a
·
short period of time."
Cash said in many situations theft victims leave possessions in plain site.
"Vehicle owners are also asked to not leave valuables
such as purses, electronics, and textbooks in their vehicles," Cash said. "If valuables must be stored in the vehi-

Dunn announces sustainability commission
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With expected cuts In state appropriations. the University plans to lncruse
underQraduate tuition by 4 to 5 percent for the 2010-n academic year.

Thunderstorms 58 ,

The University is continuing its environmental efforts through a new commission announced by University President
Randy Dunn on Earth Day.
Like its predecessor, the Commission
on Diversity and Inclusion. the new President's Commission on Sustainability will
address campus issues and concerns
regarding environmental issues.
The announcement exceeded the Murray Environmental Student Society's
expectations, said John Walker, junior
from Nicholasville, Ky., and MESS president.
He said the organization bas been
working with administration for the past
few years to promote the campus' green
efforts, and the commission solidifies that
connection.
''What happened was other schools
were making a lot bolder push on administrations. and we were kind of hesitant to
do that because Dr. Dunn's administration was always so open to our ideas."
Walker said. "We thought about it and
went to the administration with the idea
about a green fee and surveys. Josh
jacobs (President's office chief of stafO
had mentioned something to us about a
commission on sustainability, which was
more than we've ever asked for."
Walker said MESS proceeded with the
surveys and found the majority of participants were in favor of a fee to go green.
He said be doubted the fee would be

File photo

Dining Services uses vegetables Qrown at the University's Pullen Farm. This Is one of many ways
Murray State Is already going Qreen and Implementing sustalnablllty on campus.
implemented anytime soon, however, citing recent state and University budget
woes.
"The point of the commission, and I
think one reason they actually did go
ahead and do it, is because instead of having an overall fee which would have created a fund that could only be spent on
sustainability, the commission allows for
the school to fund specific things," Walk-

er said. "The president's been very optimistic and told us he will supply the
money if it's a feasible project that Murray State needs and will help advance the
University, progress it, and there's lots of
room for that."
Dunn said he hopes the commission is
as productive as the diversity commission has been.
..The commission is something I'd be

willing to fund to work with the ideas
they have," Dunn said. "I'm looking forward to building off what has already
been done."
Dunn said the University has already
incorporated green measures such as
recycling at North Farm, growing vegetables for use by Dining Services and Facilities Management's electric vehicles.
"We're competitive in Kentucky, but
we want to be nationally renowned, and
that's what we're working toward," Dunn
said.
Walker said MESS will work closely
with the commission, as three members
will be voted to serve on it. Walker said
one thing he hopes to see the commission
accomplish is an energy audit.
•rd like to see an energy audit of the
campus, so we can understand how much
energy we're actually using," Walker
said. "The campus does get hs electricity
through coal, and because of that we need
to understand what's being wasted and
what we can conserve, especially with
new buildings. Everything needs to be
built green, everything needs to be built
with the idea of conservation and energy
efficiency. so we can help with that."
Walker said he appreciates the University's efforts thus far.
"There is a green edge here, and we
need to continue that," he said. "We have
to continue to show the student body
things are being implemented, because
there's always more that we can do."
Contact Akers at crystal.akers@
murraystate.edu.
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Final Exant Schedule
Exam Day

Regular Class Time MWF

Exam Time

Regular Class Time Sat./ITh

Exam Tune

Saturday classes

Regular time

Saturday
Monday

8:30 a.m.
2:30p.m.
Monday evening classes

8 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
Regular time

11 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

Tuesday

9:30a.m.
11:30 am.

8 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

12:30 p.m.
Tuesday evening classes

1:30 p.m.
Regular time

Wednesday

12:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening classes

10:30 a.m.
Regular time

9:30a.m.
2 p.m.

8 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

Thursday

10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
4:30p.m.

10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
8 a.m.

8 a.m.
Thursday evening classes

8 a.m.
Regular time

7:30a.m.
3:30p.m.

8 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

3:30 p.m.

8 a.m.

Friday

University to offer ftrst
Japanese major in state
.

Stepbanle Steele
Staff writer
The University that is "your world to explore" is now offering
another major endeavor.
Murray State will be the only university jn Kentucky to offer a
Japanese major once it's implemented in the fall, said Masayo
Kaneko, assistant professor of modem languages.
Kaneko said for such a small town, Murray is rich in diversity
and the University is now a step ahead.
"We are leading the (universities) in Kentucky by doing this,"
she said.
Kaneko said there was a great demand from students in the
area to have a Japanese major offered at the University for several reasons.
"The college generation grew up in Japanese culture whether
they realize it or ~t," sbe said. "Anime, computer games, sports,
martial arts - it's everywhere."
Kaneko said it makes sense for younger generations to be
eager to major in an area of culture which they already find
familiar and fascinating.
She also said this major will help enforce cross-cultural understanding and break stereotypes.
"We encourage anyone to take Japanese classes because they
can become sensitive to other cultures," she said.
The major will offer several courses involving language of aU
levels, culture and civilhation courses and Japanese literature,
she said.

Kaneko said this major was also in high demand because students are aware of the measures they must take to succeed in a
tough economy. More people are interested in learning another
language for the sake of job security, she said.
Japanese is a useful language in this economy because there
are over 170 Japanese companies in Kentucky alone, Kaneko said.
"Having knowledge of (Japanese) culture and language would
benefit students," she said. "The job possibilities would be endless."
David Klapper, post-baccalaureate from Murray, said he is an
engineering and physics major and a Japanese minor.
"I still get calls for job recruitments," he said. "That's pretty
good considering the economy."
Klapper said he worked for a Japanese company in l.exiDBtoo.
Ky., and they were always looking for ~ployees who could
speak Japanese.
"There aren"t many engineers who are bilingual, so if you are,
it's a major plus," he said.
Yoko Hatakeyama, senior lecturer of modem langw~~es, said
Japan and the United States have a close relationship economically and said she believes this creates a lot of interest in the language and the culture.
Hatakeyama said it has taken nearly 10 years for this major to
get started at Murray State because they had to raise funds and
show a demand for the major.
"Everyone has been very supportive;" she said. "'But, it didn't
happen overnighL Many people worked very hard for this."
Contact Steele at stepbanie.steele@murraystate.edu.
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Teach For America, good cause
Educational disparities limit the life
prospects of the 14
million children growing up in poverty in
the United States.
Fourth graders in lowincome communities
are already three
grade levels behind
their peers in highStad Oakley income communities.
Half of these students
Senior from
won't graduate from
Lexington, Ky. high school.
Those who do graduate will read and do math, on average, at the
level of eighth graders in high-income communities. Could you imagine taking a college
class when you were in the eighth grade?
This educational inequity is not due to the
fact that these students are not as smart or do
not try as hard as their wealthier peers, but
because they are not given the same opportunities or held 't o the same standards as them.
Teach For America is a nonprofit organization created to address and work toward eliminating the achievement gap in this nation.
Teach For America's mission is to build the
movement to eliminate educational inequity
by enlisting the nation's most promising
future leaders in the effort.
Teach For America recruits on more than
350 college campuses, seeking seniors and
recent graduates from all academic majors
and backgrounds who have demonstrated outstanding achievement, perseverance, leader-

Sa

By the numbers

ship and a commitment to expanding opportunity for children in low-income areas.
Those accepted are trained over a summer
and sent to teach in low-income schools for
two years in hopes of closing the achievement '
AS summer approaches, students all over
gap in this nation. Over 20 years of experience I
has proven the leadership and academic sue·
the campus are finalizing their plans for
cess shown by these graduates directly corre·
bre~
lates to outstanding success with their stu·
Some will spend their time working so
dents.
they
can focus on their studies dur.ing the
Recently, I was accepted into Teach For
~ster,
while othen will get a head start
America as a 2010 Mississippi Delta Corps
Member. I pursued Teach For America on 9ehool with a summer class or two.
because I believe the educational inequity in
Othen will forget their worries with a
this country is the biggest injustice to our cittrip. home or abroad.
izens and children.
Voters at thenews.org shared bow they
I think it is crucial for Kentuckians and
Americans to be aware of this issue and what have decided to spend their time this sumit means for the future of our children and our mer break:
nation. The turnarounds in the classrooms of
some of this country's poorest regions have
proven when teachers are given the tools and
resources to push their students, low income
students can perform at the same level as their .
Working (65%)•
higher income counterparts.
This tells us the problem is not the studenGoing home (17%)•
t's inability to learn. The problem is these
schools are being ignored and are without the
proper resources and materials to aid in stuTraveling (13%)*
dent success.
I would like to encourage every reader to
Taking classes (4'16)0
further research this injustice and to seek out
ways to put an end to this rising crisis.
To learn more about Teach For America
• All~~~ u ofnoon Tburrldq;
and closing the achievement gap please visit,
tium rheliew..ocg.
www.tcachforamerica.org or send me an email at staci.oakley@corps2010.tfanet.org.

Topic: Student summer plans

I

(In response to The News' Apri/16
article ''Faculty Senate finance com·

mittee calls for decreased athletic
spending")
The Murray State women's rowing program was cut in the spring
of 2008. In doing so, the administration gave two reasons.
The first of the two reasons was
Title IX. which never made sense
due to the higher number of female
athletes competing on the rowing
team compared to the lesser number of athletes that would compete
as part of the softball team. The
second reason was the budget.
Again, this reason was difficult to
understand because the cut was
made to a program that was
already established, in order to
implement a whole new program.
The Faculty Senate's recent find·
ings are even more disturbing.
During the fiscal year (08-o9) after
the administration cut the women's
rowing budget of $161,000, it was
found that athletics expenses rose
by $421,967.
How can a program be cut for
Title IX reasons only to get a pre·
dictable lesser result? Furthermore,
if a program is cut for budgetary
reasons, how does spending more
money for the lesser result make
sense?
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In the meantime, two full-time
coaches have had their lives
uprooted to find employment elsewhere. Eight student-athletes have
moved on from the political mess
that is Murray State Athletics in
order to take scholarships from
Division 1 rowing programs such as
Clemson Univc;rsity, Kansas University and the University of
Alabama.
One of those women recently
graduated and has been invited ·to
an Olympic tryout. Women's (and
men's) rowing at Murray State
struggles, but continues to succeed
due to the hard work of the student-athletes and support of alumni, family and friends of the program.
Neither team receives direct
support from the University. In
light of the Faculty Senate's recent
fmdings, it appears the administration misled or used faulty logic in
making the cuts to the women's
and men's rowing teams. Many
alumni would like further explana·
tion of the administration's actions.

Lensey Medley,
posted on thenews.org,
April23

Nickelodeon English
teaching tool
(In response to The News' April
23 column "Pop culture rewind")

Every morning before I go to
work, 1 choose a random topic then
search for related articles on
Google, copy and paste them in my
Yahoo mail and send them to my
work mail. My job happens to be
extremely paranoid about information and the like, so we do not have
internet access. Sometimes when
there is some dead time at work, I
relax and read articles. Monday
was pop culture day and your column was one of the articles that
google.com found .
I was sitting in my cubicle reading random articles I had previously sent from my personal e-mail to
my work e-mail and among those I
found "Pop culture rewind," .a
short but sweet nostalgia-filled
piece that took me back, way back.
I am from Honduras, Central
America and English is not my
birth language, but when I was
younger, my cable company would
air the original American Nick·
elodeon, not the pathetic latin
hybrid. That is how I learned to
speak English. Thanks Melissa Joan
Hart and Doug!

Leone/ Alvarado,
posted through thenews.org,
April26

by Trevin Holder
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Art cash: alove/hate
relationship

As an art student, the majority of my money
goes toward art
supplies. Every
paycheck gets
distributed
_ _ .....;..... .__........ between
rent,
1 Casey Bradley groceries and art
Opinion Editor materials. Sometimes the need
for drawing pencils wins over
milk. College students only need
ramen in their pantry, right?
There is a wonderful thing,
though, that makes the world of
art in college all the better: art
cash.
In the magical world of art
classes, professors' stock their
supply closets full of art-making
necessities. In printmaking, you'll
find a collection of mediocre to
' majestic paper selections while in
metalsmithing there is a variety of
CIJr. . m - Watermetal sheets and wire.
field Lib~, providYour first encounter with art
ing ftee popcorn to
hungry and sleep
cash is similar to your first day of
deprived students,
college: frightening and exciting.
makktg ftDals bappeo.
Within your reach is an assortment of almost everything necessary to create a masterpiece. And
Jeen
facebook
for itsmIDitaat
Peryet, lurking at the back of your
IOIJaliudon ProJect.
mind is a warning of being too
selling my infonna·
enthusiastic. "Don't forget about
tion to other webyour bills," your mind reminds.
sites. not cool at all.
Then you learn all of these
materials are accessible to you
without upfront payment. Art
.~
se~ster
cash allows''YOU to pay .for an1
assortment of 'Supplies at the end 1
•
to:aclose
IMI't with summer right of the semester, after those mateI'*"" • around the corner. rials have served their purpose.
Well, how can you resist such an
Ready for the break!
offer?
CbHn to ... Sir
That's where everything goes
Peter Jackson for ~
all wrong, at least for me. I tend to
.hb recent knlsht·
hood. How many
hoard art supplies, in fear one day
lmigbts
make
I will be ready to tum out an epic
movies?
drawing or print only to discover
Cbee.l7 to - World
I am fresh out of paper or lithogCup 2010 in Cape
raphy plates. So every time the
Town. South AJriea,
professors
ask if anybody needs
NetberlaDds, you can
something
from art cash, I jump
win this one!
at the occasion.
Everything seems to be going
J«n to ... recent ~
daefta on campus.
smoothly until the end of the
oldn•t yo.ur mother
semester sneaks up. Soon after
teach you stealing
final exams and final critiques
was wrong?
have passed, professors begin tallying up how much money each
student needs to cough up in
order to pay their art cash bill.
Sometime between when the
last final is given and grades are
posted, art cash fees are posted.
This is typically a day to be
dreaded.
Just as students in other departments shell out hundreds of dollars for their textbooks, so do art
students when it comes to supplies. It all turns into a twisted
game to guess who wHI have
spent the most in the past semester.
At the beginning of every
semester, art cash is there to support my needs and keeps me
swimming in the materials I need
to create art. Then, it turns
around and hands over my spending records to Sparks Hall.
Every summer begins with me
cursing my dependence on art
cash, but I always go crawling
back at the beginning of the fall
semester, desperate for my fancy
paper and art making ingredients.
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Song of the week: "Take Time"
-The Books

Martin.
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Essay contest makes campus greener'
Casey Tbom ton
Staff writer
Students had the chance to lessen the University's impact on
the environment recently through an essay contest, with the
winning idea implemented on campus.
Murray Environmental Student Society and the Honors Pro·
gram want students to know they can influence positive change
at a local level through the power of ideas, said Sarah Kelty,
junior from Louisville, Ky., and vice president of MESS.
The contest was initiated, organized and run by Murray State
students for the benefits of students, faculty and staff, Kelty said.
"We also wanted to show that independent study and selfmotivation are conducive toward a 's uccessful learning experi·
ence," she said.
MESS members announced the winners in an assembly in
front of Carr Health. Tim Stewart, graduate student from Kevil,
Ky., took fourth place for his green parking lots idea. Stephanie
Henson, freshman from Benton, Ky., took third place for her idea
to monitor dorm electricity. James Ravellette, senior from Mayfield, Ky.• took second place for his water fountain idea. Elizabeth Holbrook, junior from Livermore, Ky., took first place for
her reusable shopping bag idea.
The judges for the essay contest included staff members Josh
Jacobs and Rebecca Feldhaus, as well as faculty Reika Ebert,
Therese Saint Paul, Paul Walker. Pat Williams, Bartell Berg and
Everett Weber. Student judges were Shraddha Chakradhar,
Molly Runyon, Miranda Brown and David Farrell.
Bartell Berg, visiting assistant professor of German, said be is
teaching a literature course about the environment this semester, which involved him in the essay contest.
"Several of the students in my literature on environment
course are involved in MESS, and they asked me to judge in the
essay contest," Berg said.
He said he received four essays to rate and was impressed
with the amount of thought the students put into the essays.
Berg said he was looking for a project idea that addresses the
Issue of how one can use current resources.
"It is more creative to use current resources more efficiently
rather than to purchase or create resources for those purposes,"
he said.

Ricky Martin/The News

fromleft MESS President John Walker, 2nd place winner James Ravellette. University President Randy Dunn, 1st place winner Elizabeth Holbrook. Hon·
ors PrOQram Director Warren Edminster and URSAprooram specialist Jody Cofer pose In front of carr Health at the announcement of the winners of
the 'Howto Make Your campus Greener' essay contest
He said this criterion also fits in well with the concepts of the
ideal essay the judges had in mind.
Kelty said they plan to change the criteria next year to award
more points for creativity and impact, with less focus on feasibility and grammar.
According to Kelty, some of the judges indicated the amount
of points awarded for feasibility was a limitation for some of the
more ambitious essays.
"We received 24 essays," Kelty said. "It would not have been
practical for each judge to read every essay. So we broke the
essays into six groups of four to be read by two judges each."

The problem is, Kelty said, even when averaged against anoth·'
er judge's score, judges tend to grade on different scales.
"An 85 for one judge equates to a 95 for another. So next year,
we will have essays go through a preliminary judging round, and'
then all of the judges will read the final six essays and rate them
accordingly."
Said Kelty: "We believe that students do want to make a posi·
tive impact in their community, and, when given direction, can
be catalysts for change. We merely set the incentive • the pri2e
money- and the students did the rest."
Contact Thornton at cascy.rhornton@murraystate.edu

Murray State graduate helps with Special Olympics
Mereclfth Freeland
Staff writer
Murray State graduate Melissa Collier
helped coordinate the Special Olympics Area I
competition at Graves County High School Sat·
urday along with other Munay State students
interested in helping out the organization.
"My responsibilities as one of the local coordinators included organizing volunteers and
assigning responsibilities to them. helping set
up for each of the events, making sure we have
all the supplies we need in place and floating
around during the event to help however I'm
needed," Collier said. "A specific for me this
year was to organize an Athlete's Village for
our athletes, farni.lies f< an'd' coaches to enjoy
while they were not competing."

She said the village included a concession
stand, several different game booths set up
with pri2es and a Healthy Choices booth put on
by the Graves County Health Department.
"I became involved in Special Olympics
while I was a student at Murray State," she said.
"My husband, Brian. bad been involved for several years, and when we started dating. I. needless to say, got volunteered to help."
Collier said her husband is a special education teacher and his passion is working with
these athletes and their families.
"[ have been blessed to just be able to tag
along as he pursues his passion," she said.
Collier said there was quite a bit of prepara·
tion for the event.
"We had been in planning mode since right
after the first of the year along with the Special

Olympics state office in Frankfort and our con·
tact there, Kim Satterwhite," she said. "As far as
the actual set-up for last weekend, we met Fri·
day afternoon to set-up everything we could,
and the rest was set up on Saturday morning
before the Volunteer Orientation at 8:30a.m."
She said the orientation portion was to be a
training session for the volunteers.
"We walked through everything with them,
explained each of their jobs to them and
answered any questions they may haw had
about the day," she said.
Collier said students of the University are
always encouraged to participate with Special
Olympic events.
"Students are welcomed to participate and
the more volunteers we have, the better the
event will go," she said. "We had a few MSU

students already involved in volunteering
through Ms. (Kara) Mathis' service learning
class through the English department."
Collier said Mathis has had students
involved with this event for the past four years.
"This year, they had l3 or 14 people that came
with them and they made up the staff of the on·
site registration, parade lineup and the softball
throw,'' she said.
Ben Jordan. junior from Owensboro, Ky.• said
he volunteered for the Special Olympics in
Louisville, Ky., during his high school years.
"I really enjoyed helping out and getting to
work with everyone," Jordan said. "lt was really rewarding work. anq I had a great time doing
it."
Contact Freeland at mfrec/andl@
murraystatc.edu
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seniors named

Across campus
Posidons open to students

Stephanie Steele

Staft'in¥ Solutions is hlrlng pbarmacy tecluli-o

dans for a number of pharmacies in Murray.
They are seeking candidates to cover ~erltl
shifts between 1 and 4 p.m. Monday•Friday at a
rate of $8.50 an hour.
Resumes should be faxed to 270·753-1131, Attn:
HR.

Fannin teceives alumni honor
John Fannin. associate professor Qf 1nll$k.
received the 2010 Murray State Univetsity
Alumni Assodatioa Distinguished Professor
Award,
The Alumni Association will award Fannin
$1.000, a recognition plaque .and "Golden Apple
Award." and membership in the Di.stin8uisbtd
Professor group in Faculty Hall.
He will also have the honor of carrying the
mace while leading academic processions at
events such as Commencement. In addition. a
student in Fannin's department will receive a
$1.000 scholarship.

Jted Cross hosts event for kids
The Calloway County Ch3pter of the American Red Cross will host a new Disaster Blaster
~vent

Cor children in grades one through five.
The evenfs theme is emergency prepared-

ness. Ai..1ivities Include an inflatable bouncer
and swimming. Registration formS must be
received by May 17 and can be obtained by contacting 270-753·1421. The cost is $10 and $S for
• each additional child.
The event will be 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. May 22 at
Carr Health.

Need Line
encourages
volunteer
involvement
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Two out of U people in Calloway County live
bl!low tlic federal poverty level according to
the U.S. Census Bureau's 2009 state and coun·
ty statistics.
At an 18.2 percent poverty level, approxi·

7a

Staff writer
Senior breakfast is not only a time to sip
coffee and cat toast while fondly remembering the yl!ars spent at Murray State, but also a
time to announce the year's llUtstanding
senior man and woman.
The outstanding seniors
of 2010 are Maggie Gorman
and Joseph Lamb.
Gorman, senior from
Louisville, Ky., and psy·
cltolog'y major. said she is
honored to receive the title
of Outstanding Senior
Woman, but said she still
cannot believe she was
selected.
"I'm still waiting to get a
Maggie
call saying they accidently
Gorman
gave it to the wrong perOutstanding
son," she said. "I have
Senior
known some outstanding
Woman
seniors in the past and their
resumes were so impressive because they had
done such incredible things. I don't really feel
like I compare to them."
Although modest about her accomplish·
ments. Gorman has bet:n active on campus
throughout her college years :md involved
with several organizations including the Mur·
ray State University Dance Company, which
she co-founded as a sophomore. she said.
"Shortly after I arrived at Murray. the dance

matcly 6,600 of the 36,348 Calloway County
residents struggle to support themselves.
With a 28 percent increase of children
receiving aid from the Backpack Program, a 39
pCicent increase in seniors in the Commodity
Supplemental Food Program and a record high
of 350 families benefiting from USDA Commodities, Tonia Casey, seven-year director of
Calloway County's Need Line, said the United
Way-sponsored organization is feeling pres·
sure from feeding the county.
"It's because of the economy that there's
more and more need," Casey said. "I didn't
actually realize that the need would be this
large. Our numbers nrc larger now than they
used to be 10 years ago. Daily, we have a person
coming in and wanting to know more ahout
Needline."
Feeding 2Jl children from pre·schllOl to fifth
grade, Casey said 25 to 35 regular volunteers
assist in helping Need Line, donating and
preparing hags for the Backpack program.
Casey said the University-provided food
supplies have 6een especially belpful. Thol.l.gb
Casey said she never imagined the need in the
area would grow so much, she is grateful for
the support of the community.

minor was cut," she said. "It is very important
to me to keep dance an art form in the area, so
me and some others came together to start the
Dance Company. I wanted to help people continue to dance in an area thttt doesn't have
many opportunities for that sort of thing."
In addition to h:wing .1 passion for the art of
dance, Gorman said she loves animals :tnd
interned at tht• Calloway County Humane
Society for a year. Gorman said she is no
longer an intern there, but visits the office
regularly to volunteer.
She said she bas also been a tutor in the
psychology department in addition to a
lengthy li'>t of other honors and activities.
Amon~ the list of accolades and experiences, Gorman said she had the fortune of
studying abroad in Italy as well.
Although she said her goal was to be a therapist one day, she has no definite plans after
graduation,O and wants to take a break for a
year.
"I have had Sllmc great times at Murray and
1 have made some great friends," she said. "I
will miss it here very much. but l know it is
time to move on."
The Outstanding Senior Man, Joseph Lamb.
senior from Louisville, Ky., and pre-med student, said he plans to go to medical school at
the University of Kentucky after graduation.
Lamb said he had the opportunity to gain
experience with patients in Brazil during
Spring Break thr~ugh n mission trip with
Hardin Baptist Church.
"I saw 400 patients," he said. ui took patient

"They don't have to be heic, but boy are they
making a big difference," Casey said. "Need
Line would not be here without volunteers and
donations."
From boy and girl scout troops to fraternities
and sororities, Casey said she loves how Need
Line brings people closer as they work toward
a common goal and encourages them to con tin·
ue volunteering.
"Need Line brings together organizations
and groups to meet the needs of the less fortu·
nate and give you a purpose," ca~ey said.
While Need Line has worked to feed hundreds in the county, these numbers pale in
comparison to the thousands in the area who
remain in need. Casey said she and the staff at
Need Line work to encourage people to feel
comfortable asking for help, but she said asking
for help is oftentimes the most difficult task.
"If your hours have been cut, your light bill
doesn't get cut," Casey said. "You still hnve to
pay. The first step is haid for someone who
walks in the front door and never had to do that
l:iefore."
Casey said more families also need help with
cleaning and hygiene supplies,
She said community members should also

history, 1 did physicals and I prescribed med·
ication. A nurse practitioner was there at first
but I was mostly on my own."
Lamb said his involvement with church and
Campus Outreach has strengthened his faith
and has made him a stronger person.
He also said his fraternity, Alpha Sigma Phi,
has played a large role in helping him develop
leadership and social skills.
"When 1 first got to col·
lege, 1 had absolutely no
social skills." he said. "I was
book smart, but that was it.
My fraternity has provided
me with so many leadership
opportunities and has
helped me to become suc·
cessful."
In addition to his fratcrni·
Joseph
ty and Campus Outreach,
Lamb said he has been
Lamb
Outstanding involved with several other
organizations including vol·
Senior
unteering at Angel's Com·
Man
munity Clinic and being a
member of Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor
Society. Although Lamb has an extended list
of involvement on and off campus, he said he
is honored by his selection as outstanding
senior.
"It still hasn't sunk in yet," he said. "I have
always worked hard, but it means a lot to get
recognized for something like this."
Contact Steele at stephanie.stcclc@
murraystate.edu

remember the need that exists during the sum·
mer months, especially with children out of
school and increased utility costs. With the
approaching summer break for Murray State
students it may be easy to feel like the work is
finished, but for Casey, the staff at Need Line
and its volunteers, the job of feeding those in
Calloway County never ends.
"Numbers go up in July," Casey said. "We
still need volunteers because bags of groceries
still need to be put together."
Casey said volunteers arc most needed on
Mondays, though they are helpful on any day.
The Need Line offtcc is located at 638 S. 4th St.
and is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. To volunteer,
Casey said Ocommunity members need only
show up, fill out a volunteer application and
wait for a task.
Casey said volunteers positions arc available
for a Stamp Out Hunger program taking place
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. May 8 at the Murray Post
Office. CommunitY. members may also place a
bag full of non-p#,ishablt!' groceries in or on
their mailbox for~ ~~stal -:y9rker to pick up for
Need Line delivery. ut;
Contact Phelps at robinj.phelps@
murraystate.edu

·Furniture
·Kids
·Juniors
·Mens
• Womens 0-5x
·Shoes
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Crosses in Quad bring awareness
Nick Reside
News Editor
Murray State Students for Life displayed 100
crosses in the Quad Wednesday and Thursday
in an effort to raise awareness against abonion.
Each cross represented 30 aborted fetuses.
said Michelle Smith, senior from Newburg,
Ind., and president elect of Murray State Students for Life. According to Smith, 3,000 abortions take place in the U.S. every day.
The crosses were displayed in the Quad, not
in the free speech zone because the organization obtained permission before setting up the
display, she said.
Smith said abortion is not a question of women's choice, but a human rights issue.
"The children in the womb don't have a
choice," she said.
Smith said she believes the display was an
effective and appropriate way of raising awareness.
"It's a sensational cause," Smith said. "It's an
offensive cause. It should offend you. It should
make you stop in your tracks that 3,000 of my
brothers and sisters arc dying every day."
This is the second year Murray State Students for Life has sponsored the event, Smith
said. She said the organization hopes to make it
an annual event.
"We were able to get a lot more crosses this
time, which makes more of an impact, I think,"
she said.
Murray State Students for Life has been
working throughout the semester on the crosses, Smith said.
"Our main goal is to stop the apathy," she
said. "Murray State campus has a lot of apathy.
Whether they're for or against abortion, we just
want them to have the guts and the fortitude to
say why, to talk with us to discuss with us. This

is a very peaceful way, a simple way of showing the number. the amount o'f bodies that are
thrown in the trash every day. I think that that
awareness will allow people to think about
what is happening everyday instead of just
going about their daily business and forgetting
about it,"
Smith said she acknowledges Roe v. Wade,
the Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion, could only be overturned by the Supreme
Court, but still believes in the importance of
student involvement.
"The awareness has to start with the student
campus here," she said.
· Smith said Murray State Students for Life is
currently working with the University to establish a family center on campus to provide housing and daycare for stuqent parents.
The organization opposes abortion and the
morning-after pill, according to Smith. The
organization does not take a stance on condoms, birth control and other contraceptives.
Jessica Wann, freshman from Murray, said
she does not believe the display is sensational.
"As sad as it is, it's the truth, even if it does
look kind of scary. It's different, but it gets the
point across," she said.
Riordan Scalzitti-Sanders, senior from
Chicago, said he supports a woman's right to
choose.
"1 think it is ridiculous that (Murray State
Students for Life) could somehow demonize
' choice," he said. ''The mother should be able to
make her own decisions about her own body,
and this group is trying to guilt trip us into taking away somebody else's liberty and somebody else's freedom of choice."
Said Scalzitti-Sanders: "This (display) is just
offensive."
Contact Reside ac nicholas.reside@

murrayscate.edu.
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Ricky Martin/The Nev.-1

Each cross represents 30 aborted fetuses In America dally. Students shared mixed opinions of the display.
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Murray State Students for Life set up 100 crosses In theQuad Wednesday and Thursday to promote pro-life views and protest abortion, which has been legal in the United States since Roe v. Wade in 1973.
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$328 in a 4-Bedroom
Renovated Unit!

Hurry don't delay
reserve your room
today/
Offering 2 & 4 Bedroom
units with
Individual Leases
Private Bathrooms
Tanning Dome
Swimming Pool
Tennis Courts
Fitness Center
Washer & Dryer in Each Apt.
All inclusive rent to
included Internet, Cable &
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Q!&A:
Ati.sten
Lane
•
·taJks about the
2010 draft, familyt and the rigors of life as an
NFL prospect.
•

By Ricky Martin
Assistant Sports Editor
:
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~is week. The News caught up with Austen
Larle, former Murray State defensive end and
OVS: Defesnive Player of the Year. Lane became
the ~ighest selected player in Racer history SaturdaY., after being taken in the fifth round of the 2010
NF-" Draft with the 153rd pick by the Jacksonville
Jag'i.Jars. Lane joins Rod Harper and Shane
Andrus as the only Racers in the NFL. Lane will
reunite with former head coach Matt Griffm, who
is now an offensive assistant for the Jaguars.

Ricky Martiru So you're officially drafted, now
what?
Austen Lane: (Today) I'll be flying down to
jacksonville where I'll actually start mini-camp,
and that will last three or four days.
RM: What were your emotions like when you
received the call?
AL! Basically, that moment of getting that
phone call was three months in the making.
That moment was something that has been on
my mind since my senior year at Murray ended.
To finally get that phone call, it was a huge
relief off my shoulders because now comes the
fun part, and th.at's just playing football. Now
I'm training for football and getting ready for
the season, instead of worrying about having to
go to the combine and pro day and things like
that. Now, it's all about football, which I love.
RM: How did the phone call go?
AL: It was a scout from Jacksonville that actually ended up calling me. It was during the fifth
round, and Oakland was on the board. then Baltimore and Green Bay, so Jacksonville wasn't
even close at that point. So all of the sudden, I
get a phone call and I'm expecting it to be one
of those three teams and its Jacksonville.
He starts talking to me and he's asking me
about Wisconsin and stUff like that. and I was
wondering why is this guy calling me when
Jacksonville isn't even close to picking yet. So
we had about a five-minute conversation about
random stuff. He asked me about hunting and if
I was a big hunter, which I'in not. He was from
Nebraska and he was wondering about the
crops and the corn and stuff around here and I
said, 'sir I'm not really a farmer, l have no idea
what we even grow around here.' So the whole
time we are talking about all this random stuff
and we aren't even talking about football, and so
I'm getting pretty frustrated. just because they
aren't even on the board, so then 1 start thinking
maybe they are trying keep me on the line so
other teams couldn't call. All of the sudden, it
pops up on the screen that Jacksonville bas just
traded picks with Oakland. I thought that was a
good sign, but I actually didn't find out I had
gotten drafted until! saw it on TV.
RM: What helped you get through the rigors of
being a draftee on draft day?
Ali Having my friends and family here with me
has helped a lot, T don't think I could have gone
thrQugh alJ that without them or 1 would have
drove myself crazy.
RM: What's the first thing you did once you
saw your name?
AI.: I hugged my mom. She was tearing up a little bit, and then 1 started hugging all my friends
an(f stuff like that. Basically, l had a quick thank
you to everyone who belped me, but r didn't
reaUy have a lor of time to sit and just think
about what happened, I had to get on the phone
and. talk to the owners and the coaches and
thirlgs like that.
~: What are your plans as soon as you get to
Jacksonville?
ALa As soon as I get into camp, I'm going to hit
the ground running. I've heard there are a lot of
spots I can play, obviously special teams is a big
part in the beginning. But also, I may see some
playing time at end, whether it's splitting reps
or third-and-longs or whatever. But wherever
they put me, I'm going to give 110 percent and
thc ;rest is going to take care of itself, They did
trade their left defensive end away to get me, so
I tttpu< that shows that they do have some faith
in rne to come in and make some noise.
RM: Who's the most famous person you've met
during the process?
ALl Sam Bradford. He was the first pick in the
draft, and we actually train together. The funny
thing about Sam is when you hear him answer
quektions and stuff, he is kind of a down to earth
guy, and humble, and he's exactly like that. He's
not:cocky or arrogant and he doesn't think he's
better than anyone else.
RM: How nice will it be to get reunited with
Coach Griffin?
AL~ If it wasn't for Coach Griffm, I wouldn't
have been at Murray State. He gave me an
opp,ortunity to come in and play and offered me
a sc::holarship, and that was the only scholarship
offE!r I bad. He bad a lot of faith in me coming
out: of high school, and for a guy to take a
chahce on you like that, it reaUy means a lot. I'm
excited to get down there with him and play
some football. And with him on offense and me
on:f,efense we will be going against each other
so ere should be some joking around and stuff
lik that between us.
Cmtact Martin at richard.martin@murraystate.
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Chris Griffin teamed with fellow seniors Nick Newcomb and Jared Wolfe to claim the top three spots In the OVC Championships for the school's fourth OVC title.

Megan McKinney, senior from Louisville, Ky., fired a three-round total of 185 to claim second place in the OVC Championships at GreyStone Golf Course•
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National news, gossip sure to spice
up your lunch conversation
IDformadon and photos from
the Associated Press
CompUed by Charlotte Kyle
•SeiDfeld' actor bib bicyclist
"Seinfeld" actor r -........- - .-:-- __,
Jason Alexander will
not be cited after
hitting a 14-year-old
bicyclist while drivipg in Los Angeles,
police said.
,-he boy suffered
mJiaor injuries.
,:Os Angeles police
spokeswoman
Norma
Eisenman
Jason
safd Alexander hit
the bicyclist at about
Alexander
7:15 am. Tuesday in
the Mid-City area.
.Eisenman said the boy was in stable
condition when he was taken to a hospitar for examination. She had no additional: details about the accident but said
Alexander was not cited.
Alexander played neurotic neighbor
George Costanza on "Seinfeld."
His publicist, Ron Hofmann, said
Alexander acted responsibly by waiting
for police and paramedics to arrive. He
said Alexander is grateful the boy ~tras not
seriously hurt.

•60 Mblates' to air O'Brien lDtervlew
qonan O'Brien will appear on TV this
wifkend with his first post-"Tonight
S~" interview.
b'Brien talks with Steve Kroft on "60
MiQutes," a CBS spokesperson said Tuesdar.. O'Brien's exit deal with NBC barred
hiin from television appearances until
M~ 1; the "60 Minutes" piece will air the
day after.
The interview was conducted last week
in Los Angeles. according to a person
with knowledge of it. The person, who
la<:1Ced authority to discuss the matter
pUblicly, spoke on condition of anonymity.
O'Brien, who left "Tofli8ht" in January
o~ a time-slot dispute"'With NBC, has
agteed to host a late-night show on TBS
later this year. He is currently on a
national comedy tour.

Photo~ by Kirby

New~

Alejandro VIllanueva. freshman from Tampa. Fla.. wears MacBeth ve(Jan shoes. Hayden Brown, freshman from Crestwood, Ky.. wears rope sandals by Nomadic State of Mind.

Organic, natural fashion trends grow
AanaTayl•
Staff writer

Kinnear, Holmes star lD Kemaedy drama
Greg Kinnear and
ie Holmes will
r
in
"The
'llnedys," the His~ Channel's ftrst
~pted miniseries.
:: lpnnear will play
·~ '
:Piesident John F.
~edy,
and
~es will portray
~tt lady Jacqueline
!JPpnedy in the ..__..
~rcbt-hour program Kade Holmes
~9ut the famous
~y. a spokesperson for the channel
~unced Wednesday.
~ Pepper is set to play Robert
edy, who served as U.S. attorney
p ral in his brother's administration.
Wilkinson is cast as patriarch
~ph Kennedy.
1be family's personal drama will be
of the saga along with major events
'&heir time, the channel has said.
-1he miniseries is scheduled to air on
~History Channel in 20lL
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Doing good for the environment has never
lookt.•d better.
British fashion designer Anya Hindmarch
started a trend in 2007 with her line of natural
unbleached cotton handbags reading ''I'm Not a
Plastic Bag;''
The bags were created to replace plastic bags
at stores and markets but the hag quickly
became a fashion trend.
Celebrities such as Scarlett Johansson, Kcira
Knightley and Jessica Bicl became fans of the
eco-chic bags. What started around $10 originally grew to $200 per bag for some online
venders.
Now, celebrities are even becoming 'green'
designers. Teen actress Selena Gomez's ceoline is set to hit K-Mart stores everywhere July
15. Her clothing line, "Dream Out Loud," has a
variety of pieces and it is all priced under $25.
"I want the pieces that can be easy to dress up
or down, and the fabrics being ceo-friendly and
organic arc super important," Gomez said in an
interview with Women's Wear Daily.
Gomez is not the only teen actress encouraging others to dress green. Emma Watson collaborated with green clothing company, People
Tree to create her eco-friendly clothing line
"Love from Emma," which was released earlier
this year.

Said Watson ro ecorani.com, "' wanted to
hdp People Tn·c produce a younger range
because I was excited by the idea of using fashion as a tool to alleviate poverty and knew it
was something I could help make a difference
with."
All of Watson's clothes are made from 100
percent organic and Fair Trade certif'tcd cotton.
Her pieces are all made entirely by Fair Trade
groups by hand - using hand weaving, hand
knitting and hand embroidery. ·Love from
Emma" features jersey T-shirts, dresses. woven
shirts and shorts.
There are many clothing lines that are not
celebrity developed.
Teesforchange.com offers a wide variety of
T-shirts made from 100 percent organic cotton
or a blend of70 percent bamboo and 30 percent
organic cotton.
The business also partners with Trees for the
Future, a Maryland-based nonprofit organization, to plant a tree for every tee purchased.
American Apparel has an organic collection
too. They offer solid basics like tees. leggings
and sweatshirts. Their most popular styles arc
made from 100 percent organic and pesticidefree cotton.
Amt•rican Apparel recycles more than a million pounds of scrap fabric per year. according
to their website.
Joniino.com is a website of eco-chic collections. Choose between women's or baby attire

made from maretials Take hemp. organic cotton.
peace silk, maisse, energy satin, eCologrown
and ecoKashmere.
"We are attempting to lead by example by
choosing a fulfillment center that is among the
'greenest' and most ethically responsible in the
country," Bonnie Siefers, owner and designer of
)onano, said in a press release.
Toms Shoes can be seen all over campus. so
why not try a new style?
Brandy Owen, freshman from Murray, said
she is all for ceo-friendly fashion.
"It's eco-friendly and it's saving the planet, so
I approve," Owen said. "Some stores in Murray
sell hemp clothes such as Terrapin Station,
which is where I bought my bag."
The independent music store offers clothing
by Gypsy Rose, homemade tye dyes and hemp
jewelry. The store is located next to Fred's on
920 S. 12th Sl
Nomadicstate.com
sells
"handmade,
adjustable, lightweight, vegan sandals of foot
pleasure."
Going green can, however, be pricey.
Kayu Gemia sunglasses arc made out of bamboo. They cost nearly $200.
Donna Karan's organic leather lambskin bags
cost $1,295 which puts ir more expensive than
many of her other handbags.
However, when it comes to going green, can
you really put a price on the environment?
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystatc.edu.
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;:;&ermaa forms record label

~avid Letterman is getting into the
~ic business.
• •!Qis production company, Worldwide
:U1nts Inc., has formed its own record
and it already has its first act.
ear Entertainment/C.E. Music will
ase the debut album from punk duo
er Runner this summer.
eir self-titled album is being
released through a new partnership with
;litJerman's label, EMI Music's Capitol
~ords and MRV label
; : !rhe band, from Huntington Beach,
~ilif., will begin touring next month.

~to direct •TwUJabt• ftlm
• ·l)irector Bill Condon is set to direct the
llPUrth and f'mal film in the "Twilight"
~s. "Breaking Dawn."
Summit Entertainment, which is releas~ithe wildly popular vampire franchise,
~ifd Wednesday that Condon would take
D}f. helm for the latest installment. The
~r!J>t is being written now, with stars
J(,:'jsten Stewart. Robert Pattinson and
l!ailor Lautner returning.
• l;ondon won an Oscar for the screen·
of his 1999 film WGods and Moors." He also directed "Dreamgirls" and
Kinsey" and produced the 2009 Acade. y Awards ceremony with Hugh Jackfi!Wl as host.
t · )he third film in the series based on
tephenie Meyer's books, "The Twilight
aga: Eclipse," is set to come out June 30.
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Abag made from Capri Sun pouches hangs near the caprl Sun display. The bacJ, made by
Terracyclells an 'upcycled product' According to the tao. 'Upcycllno Is an eco-frlendly
practice where waster materials are made into new products.'

These shirts, made by OP, sell at Walmart for $4. They are made from 100 percent organic material and come In colors such as pink. blue and white.
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Lovett Live

In case you
missed it·
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Andy Davis will perform with Will Hoge May 6 at Lovett Auditorium. Tickets are S16 and available on Ticketmaster.com.

Lovett prepares for last
shows of the semester
Anna Taylor
Staff writer
The Lovett I.ivc series will close the semester
with an up-and-coming country artist and two
Nashville, Tenn., artists making their way into the
folk pop cycle.
Country artist Colt Ford, from Athens, Ga.. will
perform at 7:30 tonight at Lovett Auditorium as
part of the concert series.
Ford released his latest album, ''Chicken & Biscuits," April 20. According to music website,
Last.fm, "take Kid Rock, Hank Williams Jr. and
Toby Keith, mix with a little 'Dirty South' rap
influence and what you get is Colt Ford."
The series will close May 6 with a concert by
Nashville residents Will Hoge with Andy Davis.
Hogc's latest album, "The Wreckage," features
his voc~ll/guitar combo. last.fm compares Hoge to
Stephen Kl'llogg and Marc Broussard.
- - -Andy Davis' latest mustc release inclu<ies liiS
2009 EP titled, "New. History." His similarities,
according to LastSm. are Dave Barnes and Nathan
Angelo.

Brett Taylor, senior from Dresden, Tenn., said
she is a fan of Andy Davis.
"I'm a fan because he has a great coffee shop
sound and is an excellent songwriter with a lot of
cute love songs," she said.
Taylor is looking forward to seeing him for the
fourth time and sitting in the front row.
Also attending the show is Alex Kursave, junior
from Paducah, Ky., who like Taylor, has been a fan
for years.
"Since I saw him perform on campus at the Raptist Campus Ministry building my freshman year
(I have been a fan)," Kursave said. "I'm not as
familiar with Will Hogc's music, but I do like his
stuff."
Matt Parker, assistant facility manager at RSEC,
called this last concert a good closing.
"It was a nice way to close the series for the season," he said. "It's a different aspect from other
artists because they are not country or bluegx:ass."
Doors open at 7 p.m. and the show oegins at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are currently on sale through Ticketmaster or at the RSEC for $16 each.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystatc.cdu.
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James Felice of The Felice Brothers plays the accordion at Monday's Lovett Live onstage showcase.··
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Movie Review

'Losers' offers hilarity with explosions
Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes the movie reviews.
Action movics arc OK. I also like
comedies. If there's a movie that
combines the two, even better. If
that movie is based on a kick-ass
comic book, we've got a trifccta of
awesome.
Am I talking about the movie
"Kick-Ass?" Yes. But I'm also talking about "The ;Losers," which is
what I'm reviewing.
If you haven't heard of a comic
called "The Losers," don't worry. I
only have because I'm a nerd that
follows a ton of comic book industry people on Twitter. One of those
people happens to be the dude that
wrote "The Losers," one Andy Diggle. The comic was a 32 issue series
published by Vertigo, an imprint of
DC Comics. It was a rcimagining of
a war comic DC published beginning in 1970. The Vertigo comic
centered on a team of CIA special
forces operatives who were
betrayed by the CIA and carried t)Ut
covert operations against them to
clear their names and tackle a massive conspiracy within the CIA.
The movie follows the same general plot.
One huge draw the film has is the
cast. The movie stars JclTrey Dean
Morgan (the Comedian in "Watch·
men"), Chris Evans (Johnny Storm
in "The Fantastic Four"), Zoe Saldana (Uhura in ustar Trek"), Idris
Elha (the dude that took Michael
Scott's job last season in "The
Office" ) and Columbus Short (the
main dude in "Stomp the Yard").
The cast seems to have some fun
in "The Losers." They take to the
ridiculous action with aplomb.
More than that, though, they seem
to be genuinely l.!njoying themselves. They casually blow things
up while laughing and stopping to
appreciate the explosion. Chiefly,
they avoid the trap of making the
audience feel like "OMG, y<m guys,
this is serious!" They seem to
acknowledge that the things they're
doing arc ovcr-thc·top and awesome.
The real scene-stealer is Evans.
H I.! plays a s lightly different role,•
which is nice. Instead of playing the
ridiculously chari'smatic cool guy,
he tries his hand at the ridiculously
charismatic communications specialist who isn't quite as good at

I like things to feel
complete.
Every puzzle piece in
place, every note
p layed and the whole
package wrapped up
in shiny paper, topped
with a little red bow.
TV is a format where
the end isn't always
known.
With books you have
a beginning, middle
and end. Movies Wrap
up their major plots in two hours with
very few questions remaining.
That's why being a TV fan is so hard.
Shows end. but they don't always :feel
complete. Early cancellation and other
, executive decisions make sure of that.
I like when series get their perfecl'imdings. The writers know they arc ending
things. The cast members know these. are
their last takes. The fans know it's the
last time they'll eagerly anticipate a ·ncw
l'holo courtesy of allmovicphottu:om
episode.
"Dawson's Creek" ended after six seaThe Losers assemble to do their thlno. 1helr thing' bel119 explosions. Their contracts all stipulate that they be a badass.
sons and went out the right way: ~Joey
fmally chose between Dawson and Pacey
wooing the ladies. In shon, a hilaribut l found him hilarious. He has
All in all, "The Losers" is an
and Dawson got a chance to schmooze
this nebulous plan involving nextous nerd.
action/comedy flick that strikes a
with idol Steven Spielberg.
One scene involves Evans singing
generation weapons and general
perfect balance between the two
More importantly, fans were able 'lo
mayhem. He seems like he may be
Journey's .. Don't Stop Believin'"
clements. It never feels forced like
say goodbye. 'fhe WB advcnised and
either a genius or just insane. Well,
some films that skirt the same line
and convincing a bunch of anned
promoted it that way.lt was the end of an
security guards that he has super
do. An excellent cast breathes life
he's pretty obviously insane either
iconic program, with those udamn Daw·
into a set of vibrant characters in a
way, but he may also be a genius.
powers. It is ridiculous, hilarious
son's River kids sleeping in each other's
plot that fe(•)s fresh and somehow
and will utterly kick your ass with
He has a disfigured hand that he
beds and what-not."
awesomeness. You have been
tends to keep hidden in a golf glove.
familiar at the same time. The
Even the hokey endings are still great.
Part of what makes him awesome
warned.
mo\'ic is excellent and a must-see.
"Boy Meets World" used flashbacks to
is the sudden realization partway
''The Losers" is rated PG-13 for
The movie does a good job of
take the viewers through seven seasons
characterization. The characters
through the film that he is essentialsequences of intense action and
of life lessons and hilarious moments.
ly a gestalt Bond villain, made up of
violence, a scene of sensuality and
aren't, admittedly, the mo~t origi·
Without Cory and the gang saying good·
nal. Howcvcr, where they could
the ridiculously uwesome discarded
language and has a runtime of 98
bye to Mr. Feeny in their old classroom,
easily feel recycled or stereotypical,
bits of past Bond villains from the
minutes.
the series wouldn't feel the same.
'60s. He has this plan that seems
Co11tact Arant at cody.arant@
they instead feel familiar. T hey're a
In a perfect world, every show would
murraystarc.cdu.
set of highly trained CIA operatives
ominous, but also equally unfcasi·
get a chance to wrap things up. Every
with specific specializations, like
blc.
show could finish current plotlincs and
the A·Team. However, they each
Max is also the sort of dude who
leave the fans satisfied.
have their own little quirks that
has fifteen backup plans running at
But TV isn't a perfect world, and neimake them their own characters.
any given moment. He tends to perthcr
is lif~. {'l. Ulit.t matter. In fact, the
,. .. 'two have
Another surpris ingly• good ek..... '' fectly skirt the line between,iaugh·
a tori~~on.
able gag villain and legitimate
ment of the movie is the villain,
Zero stars: Save )'Ot.mca!ih!l'
Sometimes Ylffi "don't get a chance to
Max, played by jason Patrie, who
threat, like the Monarch. (Yes,
One star: Only if you're bored
say goodbye. and somctjmcs people are
Two stars: Wait for the rental
probably hasn't been in much
that's a "Venture Bros." reference,
taken from the world too soon.
kiddies. Feel free to pause to laugh
you've seen.
Three stars: Sec it immediately
Long before their greatest 'episodes,'
Four stars: A future classic
Max may not land for everyone,
at how witty and hip I am.)
that's for sure.
__
It's heartbreaking.
I recently lost someone who was far
too young to die.
I keep thinking about all of the co~ldp
haves and should-haves. not to mcnoon
the would-haves (if I just had more tjme.
with them.)
:
Btit then I have to smile, not because
it's over, but because I was along for .the
ride, even if it was a short one.
•. '
It's cheesy, cliche and hokcy, but ~·~
true.
I knew someone great. I learned sol'lic·
thing from him I'll share with the wZ)rld.
One of the last things he told us, and
I'll carry it with me: "Life is too short to
dwell, so seize the day and be the~cst
you you can possibly be."
•
This one's for you, J. People will1alk
about your series for a long time~ It
ended too soon. but it won't be forgotten.
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• •teap Year"
• •Nine"
• "Tooth Fair(

Contact Kyle at charlotte.kylc@
••
murraystate.edu.
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